Directions From Haneda Airport To FLEXSTAY INN Tokiwadai
If you are arriving at Haneda Airport, take the Keikyu Line (京急
線), specifically, Keikyu Airport Line “AIRPORT EXPRESS (エアポ
ート急行 – airport kyuko)” or “AIRPORT LIMITED EXPRESS (エ
アポート快特 – airport kaitoku).”
Keikyu Line station is directly connected to the Haneda Airport
Fee: 840 yen
(831 yen if paid with Pasmo/Suica )
Total Travel Time: 70 minutes

International Terminal Arrival Lobby on the 2nd floor.
DON’T TAKE the Tokyo Monorail, which is on the same floor

Haneda International Terminal Station (羽田空港国際線ターミナル駅)

Arrival Lobby (2F)

When you buy a ticket from a ticket
machine, you can choose a language
on the vending machine display.
Keikyu
Line
Buses
Tour
Buses

Tokyo
Monorail
Buses
Tour
Buses

You can buy a Pasmo card from the ticket machine
(rechargeable electronic swipe card useful for trains,
the subway, buses and other purchases eg vending

15-20 min.

machines).
Keikyu Tourist
Information Center

Touch “New PASMO” button
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Once you go through the ticket gate, proceed to track #2. Again, you need to take
Keikyu Airport Line “AIRPORT EXPRESS (エアポート急行 – airport kyuko)” or
“AIRPORT LIMITED EXPRESS (エアポート快特 – airport kaitoku).”
Examples of signs on the train

↑Airport Express (エアポート急行)

↑Airport Limited Express (エアポート快特)

Pay close attention to destinations since there are many.
On the platform, watch the electronic information display carefully and take only trains

“For Shinagawa” (品川方面).

Keikyu Shinagawa Station (品川駅)

JR Shinagawa Station (品川駅)

Get off at Shinagawa Station and transfer to JR Yamanote Line (JR 山手線). You will
be arriving at track #2 of the station. Take the escalator/stairs in the middle of the
platform, follow the signs saying “JR 線のりかえ (Transfer to JR Line)” and proceed
to track #1 where the JR transfer ticket gates (のりかえ改札口– norikae kaisatsu
guchi) are located. You have to swipe your
Pasmo card there.

JR Shinagawa

JR Transfer Ticket Gates

Track # 1

30 min.

Track # 2
Track # 3

Next, take JR Yamanote line bound for
“Shibuya (渋谷) and Shinjuku (新宿)” from
track #2. It might be easier to find if you
remember that Yamanote
line trains are light green.

JR Ikebukuro Station, Central Gate 1 (池袋駅, 中央１改札)

Get off at Ikebukuro Station (12th station from Shinagawa), and
find stairs which leads you to Central 1 Gate (中央１改札口)
where you exit and transfer to Tobu Tojo line (東武東上線).
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Tobu Tojo Line Ikebukuro Station (東武東上線 池袋駅)
Exit through Central Gate 1 (circled on the map below) and you will immediately
see the entrance of Tobu Tojo line (東武東上線) in front of you where you have to
swipe your suica/pasmo to enter Tobu Tojo line.

Tobu Tojo Line Gate
JR Central Gate 1

About
10 min.

Check the departure time of the Local train and go to the
platform indicated (usually #4)
Stairs to North exit.

Tobu Tojo Line Tokiwadai Station (東武東上線ときわ台駅)
Get off at Tokiwadai Station and take the stairs going DOWN (not the ones going
up) Exit through North exit(北口).
Directions from the station (5-10min walk)
1. After passing through the ticket gate, turn right, walk straight and cross the road
next to the koban (police station).
2. Walk toward the train track and turn left before reaching to the railroad crossing.

3. Keep the train track on your right and walk straight for approx. 5min (around 200m/ 0.1mile).
Do not make any turns, just follow the road.
4. Turn left and follow the road for approx. 3min (around 70m/ 300ft).

5. You will then see FLEXSTAY INN Tokiwadai on your left.
FLEXSTAY INN Tokiwadai
1-52-5 Tokiwadai,
Itabashi-ku,Tokyo174-0071
+81-3-5392-5001
フレックスステイインときわ台
東京都板橋区常盤台 1-52-5
(03) 5392-5001
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